The Definitive Guide TO

Sharing mobile
maps for UtilitieS
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Ways Mobile Data Collection
Can Streamline the Flow of Data
Between Field Crews and Headquarters

Let’s Get Started!
In the utilities sector, sharing timely and

This guide shows you how the following utilities

accurate field information is vital. Every day, you must

stakeholders are using mobile data collection to quickly

get the latest utility maps, blueprints or CAD drawings

and easily share project data:

to hundreds of field crew personnel, managers and
subcontractors across dozens of departments, from
water, gas and electrical to sidewalks, streets
and sewage.

Yet most utilities still rely on pens, pencils
and paper maps to share data with their
foremen and field crews.
But with a modern mobile data collection solution, field
crews can access project maps, forms and data from any
location, information syncs with headquarters in real time
and management can have a bird’s eye view of what’s
happening in the field, so they can make better
decisions faster.
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1 Capture Mobile Field Data
Getting information back from field crews is typically
a time-consuming process. Many field workers and
subcontractors still use pen and paper, so if you have
questions about a handwritten project update, it can
take a while to correct the data.

But with easy-to-use digital form fields,
workers can capture exactly the information
you need on a smartphone or tablet
This means there’s very little learning curve and no
complicated, proprietary handheld devices to master.
Now, a crew member can pull up a map of all the fire
hydrants in the area on their tablet, attach notes and photos
of any damaged hydrants to the map and let everyone in

Field Crews
 Quickly share maps and data with field crews

the department know which hydrants need to be fixed.

 Lower their learning curve
Plus, since mobile maps are available offline, field
personnel won’t need an Internet connection to access
or update project data.

 Receive real-time updates from the field

2 Get a Bird’s Eye View
When you manage utilities crews, you need to know
what’s happening in the field at all times, so you can stay
on top of work orders and meet compliance regulations.
But with how long it takes to get updates back from the
field, you may often feel like you’re left in the dark.

Mobile solutions help your field workers
improve data quality and reduce delays
so you can make better decisions faster.

Management
 Get a real-time view of the field

So now your field crews can use their favorite handheld
devices to view maps, update projects and complete
work orders. You can create custom forms and
require specific fields so you always capture the right
information. And you will automatically receive project

 Go digital

updates when the job is complete.

 Be more efficient

So say goodbye to paper and hello to real-time field
updates.

3 Protect GIS Data While Going Mobile
As an IT professional, you face a Catch 22:
Encourage mobility while keeping your data secure.
But it can be difficult to prevent data leakage when
executives, field crews and subcontractors need access
to sensitive GIS maps and utility data.

A mobile, private cloud solution keeps your
GIS assets secure, allowing users to access
only what they need to do their jobs
For example, you can lock down what maps and
information that your electrical crews can and can’t see
when they need to make repairs. They can make notes
about the outage from a smartphone, tablet or laptop –

IT Departments
 Support BYOD

even while they are offline.

 End compatibility issues
And when they do have an Internet connection, their
notes will sync with the head office, so your data is
secure and always up to date.

 Keep your GIS data secure

4 Securely Share CAD Drawings
In the utilities sector, it’s difficult to share CAD drawings
with field crews and third-party vendors. You must print
and hand-deliver drawings and schematics to a site or
attempt to e-mail CAD file documents, all while keeping
your proprietary data secure.

With a mobile data collection solution, you
can convert your CAD files into a basemap
for markup and note-taking in the field.
This allows crews to view CAD files through their
smartphones, tablets or laptops – without putting your

Engineers and CAD Users
 Easily share CAD files with field crews

drawings at risk.
Now, when an electrical crew needs to rewire a junction
box, they can use their mobile devices to query for all
the boxes within three blocks of an outage. They can

 Access detailed technical drawings in the field

then see precisely where they need to make repairs and
make notes on their mobile device, without altering

 Keep CAD drawings secure

your original CAD data.

5 Share Mobile Maps With Field Crews
Managing maps for the sector is like being a superhero.
Your city’s field crews rely on you to save the day with
accurate, reliable and easy-to-access maps.
However, you’re up against a number of enemies – from
distributing paper maps, to deciphering handwritten
Sticky Notes and receiving updates back from the field.

A mobile data collection solution gives
field crews secure access to maps and
work orders on their smartphone,
laptop or tablet.
Now when a water crew needs to locate broken meters,
they can view a map on their mobile device, add repair
notes and upload a photo. Field crews can update

GIS Analysts and Managers
 Streamline your workflow

a project’s status in real time and your department
can make decisions based on the latest data.

 Create custom, portable notebooks

Congratulations! You’ve once again saved the day.

 Easily collaborate with field crews

Moving Forward
Mobile data collection can help you end the pen and
paper nightmare and quickly collect data from the field.
This guide has shown you how the following the utilities
stakeholders are benefiting from mobile data collection
apps:
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TerraGo Edge makes it easy for you
to share GIS data with all of your
departments and gain a real-time
view of what’s happening in the field.

Demo TerraGo Edge Today
Request a Demo of TerraGo Edge today

to see how easy it is to deploy an Enterprise Mobile
Data Collection Solution and share mobile field
information with headquarters.

Contact Us

45610 Woodland Road
Sterling, VA 20166
678-391-9700
info@terragotech.com
www.terragotech.com

